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In 2018, multiple fires raged in 
California, devastating communities 
and almost wiping out the city of 
Paradise. Now, one year after the 
Camp Fire — the most deadly and 
destructive fire in California history — 
thousands of people remain displaced, 
many with no plan to return.

Thanks to your generosity, Lutheran 
Disaster Response has been able 
to help communities impacted by 
these fires with crucial support — 
from emergency relief supplies to 
emotional and spiritual care. 

Lutheran Disaster Response has 
provided wildfire survivors with 
immediate needs such as food, 

bedding, clothing, housing security 
deposits, daily life necessities and 
temporary supplies. 

Long-term support for communities 
impacted by the California wildfires 
includes connecting survivors with 
disaster case managers who can 
help them formulate an individual 
recovery plan, and then with existing 
resources. We also provide emotional 
and spiritual care, access to safe, 
secure and functional housing, 
and financial assistance for other 
needs. Your gifts are still needed to 
support people whose lives have been 
impacted by these devastating fires. 
Please give today.
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YES, I WANT TO HELP!

q Lutheran Disaster Response: U.S. wildfires $___________ DDG0077

q Lutheran Disaster Response: Where needed most $___________ DDG0010

Name              

Address                  

City              State      ZIP code            

Email address                    

Give through your congregation or make your check out to 
Lutheran Disaster Response and send to: 

Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, ELCA Gift Processing Center
P.O. Box 1809, Merrifield, VA 22116-8009

Write “U.S. wildfires” or “Where needed most” on your check’s memo line.
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